Quick Peek furniture

indea64
original since 1964
Indea64 was born as a result of the will of 10 individuals to prosper. The will to reinvent and to continue doing what they know they are made for. Of betting for a project in which they believed and in which they still believe.

Indea64 was born of the idea of supporting design in its original version, of guaranteeing the best quality in its products and appreciating craftwork and handmade work. The idea of prioritizing something produced with care and precision.

Indea64 was born of the fusion of modernity and tradition, establishing itself as a renovated classic.

Indea64 is much more than a designer furniture brand.

Indea64 is the result of the inspiring stories from its great human team; a multi-disciplinary group of people with a long trajectory which has united to create products full of life and emotion. Indea64 is a dream come true from years of careful work based on investigation and development, as it also is the seed of a thrilling future Made in Europe, where simplicity and elegance are the main characters.

Welcome.
Chairs
ONLY ALUMINIUM

TB-01

ALU LAMA

MONTECARLO
IRIA

MARINE CORD
- BEIGE
- GREY
- BLACK
- ORANGE
- GREEN
- NAVY
- YELLOW
- RED
- TURQUOISE
"All these chairs are mechanized, not welded. The mesh can be changed easily, giving them a longer lasting life"
Barstools
MICHIGAN

TB-09
Benches
LOOP
Sunloungers
SALVY
SURF
AURA
Tables
ALU Collection
LAMINATE

PINO WHITE CHIC  ROVERE RUMO  ROVERE CARBONE  FRESNO AMERICANO  ROVERE ASBURGO  ROVERE WAFER

BIANCO KOS  ZINCO DOHA  BRONZO DOHA  GRIGIO LONDRA  CASTORO OTTAYA  NERO INGO
DOMINO

CERAMIC

WHITE  BLACK  BETON  BASALT  BLUE
BASIC TABLES

ARTE

HPL

NEXUS

GALAXIA